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§ Traditional methods used in the food industry

§ Overview of genomics techniques

§ Advantages and disadvantageous

§ Examples used in Food Safety
§ WGS for resident Salmonella
§ Metagenomics for biofilm composition

§ Discussion/conclusion

Outline of this lecture



§ Mandatory to test according to 2073/2005 (FSO, PHC)
§ Quantities
§ Presence/absence

§ ISO-methods developed for bacterial culturing

§ Well established, validated and standardized

§ Very useful for their purpose
§ Specific
§ Detection of viable cells
§ Quantification (w.o. pre-enrichment step)

§ Technological developments provide ample alternatives

Traditional detection methods



Genomic analysis: DNA or RNA-based diagnostics



Genomics to unravel the microbiome

Microbiome

All available organisms in an
environment or sample:
- Fungi
- Parasites
- Bacteria
- Viruses

>95% of microorganisms are 
not ‘planktonic’



Genomics to unravel the microbiome
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Modified from
S. Bikel et al. / Computational and Structural Biotechnology Journal 13 (2015) 390-401



Genomic methods in summary

Culture

Metagenome sequencing
(incl phages / fungi / DNA-viruses)
(RNA+DNA viruses :: VirCapSeq)

(Bacteria/Archaea/Fungi)

16S rRNA gene
PCR + NGSWhole genome 

sequencing



Puzzling with smaller DNA fragments

Reference based
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§ Multiple species detected in one analysis (~99% of microbial species uncultarable)

§ More information through DNA sequences: 
§ taxonomy 

§ presence/absence of virulence genes; resistance genes
§ Source attribution

§ Standardized format: enhances comparability

§ Easy data sharing across companies and institutions

§ Archive to examine later associations or occurrences

Genomic detection methods - advantages



§ Abundance of host DNA (e.g., pig DNA in pork)

§ Distinction between living/dead (bacteria, molds, fungi) or intact/defective (viruses)

§ Absolute quantification very challenging: count data not easily obtained

§ Database dependent: lack of reference genomes or low-quality reference genomes

§ Assembly: chimera formation (made-up sequences)

§ Effect of DNA isolation methods

§ Relatively expensive compared to culturing

§ Data analysis requires specific training

Challenges in (meta)genomics

Knudsen et al. 2016, mSystems 1(5): e00095-16.

Not feasible yet to replace traditional 
methods in routine monitoring



§ Culture of a species → DNA isolation→ full genome sequencing

§ Especially useful for source tracking

§ Estimated: ~65% of Salmonella contamination

from in-house flora

§ Can this be confirmed by sequencing?

Case 1: Whole genome sequencing (WGS)



§ Pig carcass samples are collected daily in all slaughterhouses in NL and DE

§ Tested for ACC, entero’s and Salmonella spp. in a commercial lab

§ Salmonella isolates were stored at -20oC (n~100)

§ Isolates from 2017 and 2018 were subjected to WGS at Wageningen University

Approach



§ Phylogenetic tree to 
show (dis)similarity

§ Colors identify abattoirs 
in NL and DE

§ Some clonal clusters 
present, but not majority

Most clusters occur only 
for a short time period



§ Metagenomics can be used to answer three questions
§ What species are in a sample?

§ How many (relatively) of each of them are there?
§ What are they doing?

§ >95% of bacteria are not ‘planktonic’, i.e., they reside in biofilms

§ Our research interest:
Can we use changes in biofilm composition in an abbatoir to predict Salmonella
contamination events

Case 2: application of metagenomics for food safety



Changes in biofilm compositions?

Biofilm
signatures

Skin samples and data from abattoir 
environment

Data analyse en machine learning

Early warning system?

1 year of skin sample collection
from chilled carcasses (~4,000 
samples)



Clusters in sample composition that change over time

• Clusters follow a time 
pattern, suggesting
jumps in microbiome
composition

• Changes were not
correlated with
Salmonella events 
(power of analysis was 
low)

• Changes were not
correlated with meta-
data from the abattoir 
(temp, RH, line speed, 
cleaning regime)

• Unable yet to establish
an early warning system



§ Classical culture likely not replaced by genomics techniques in the short future
§ Detect living cells

§ Quantification

§ Issues in detection bias

§ However, genomic techniques offer great possibilities for ad-hoc in-depth analysis

§ Source tracking
§ Source attribution
§ Microbiome analyses

§ Resistome questions

§ Standardization of isolation, detection and data analysis techniques trivial for useable results

Conclusion



More data does not automatically mean more answers!
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